Updated 8-24-20

The library’s phased reopening is moving forward!

Library Services

Return all items in the Book Drops only

Curbside Pickup

- Reserve items online or by phone
- You’ll be notified when your item is ready
- Pick up in the Parking Lot Lobby

30-Minute Library Visits Include:

- Browsing
- Borrowing materials
- Photocopying, faxing
- Public computer use
- Self-serve scanner available
- Reading at socially distanced tables

At this time, we are limiting each patron’s in-building visit to 30 minutes. This limit is subject to change. We are requiring that all who enter the building wear a mask that covers their mouth and nose. Masks must be worn at all times inside the building. Patrons who are not members of the same household must maintain 6 feet of social distance at all times.